Web Filtering for Schools

Introducton
The Internet is, without doubt, one of the great achievements of the 20 th century. Created in the
1960s, the Internet initaaay onay connected a few university computers. Later, in the 1980s, Tim
Berners-Lee deveaoped the Worad Wide Web whiae working at CERN to aaaow researchers to
coaaaborate more easiay. It was aater given to the worad with no restrictons and, since then, there has
been an expaosion in interconnected computers (“the Internet”) enabaing users to communicate with
each other. To share. To aearn. To teach. To coaaaborate.
In 2019 there were over 4.5 biaaion internet users - nearay 60% of the worad’s popuaaton. (See:
https://internetworadstats.com/stats.htm).
There are, however, consequences of this abiaity for biaaions of peopae to interact. Not aaa internet
users share the same poaitcaa, moraa, reaigious, or sexuaa outaook. Nor do they share the same
opinions on censorship. Some think anything, however outrageous or extreme, shouad be avaiaabae
to everyone and that aaa fatering is censorship, which they reject. Others go to the other extreme
and wouad censor anything which threatened their partcuaar worad view. As usuaa, most peopae’s
opinion aies somewhere in the middae: exactay where depends on the users of the system being
fatered.
That very extreme views and images are avaiaabae, and easiay found, on the Internet is undeniabae.
That these sometmes appear in the resuats of aegitmate searches is aaso true. The vaaue of a good
fatering system is that it can protect users from coming across objectonabae materiaa, freeing them
to use this amazing tooa with confdence. As we enter the twenty-twentes, 40 year’s on from the
Web’s inventon, and 20-years since Googae’s incepton, it is easy to become baasé about the
wonders of the Web and too easiay scared of its darker side.
Many organisatons from smaaa companies, to ISPs, and even whoae countries use web fatering
systems: this document wiaa concentrate on what to aook for in a web fatering system designed for
schooa use.
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What is Web Filtering
What is a Web-flter?
Before we consider what Web Fiatering is, we need to defne some terms. In partcuaar, we need to
understand that “the Internet” is the coaaecton of Interconnected Networks. When you connect
your home computer to your ISP (Internet Service Provider) you are connectng to their network
which connects to the aarger Internet. By itseaf, the Internet just aaaows computers to connect to
each other - it provides no usefua services on its own.
A wide range of services run over the Internet - the most common ones being emaia and the Worad
Wide Web (WWW) or just the “Web”.
In order to manage the trafc of each of these individuaa services the connecton between any two
computers is divided into ports. You can think of a port as a aane on a motorway with each service
stcking to its own aane. There are standard ports (the so-caaaed “weaa-know” ports) for aaa the
common services - there is a aist here - aathough these are not aaways used.
So, the Web is just one of the many services that run on top of the Internet. Its standard ports are 80
(http) and 443  (https) but web-sites may aaso use other ports for a variety of reasons. We wiaa
assume the standard ports unaess otherwise stated. For most fatering systems the actuaa port being
used is not important, as aong as the trafc is directed to the fatering system and conforms to the
standard Web protocoas.
In the context of web-fatering ports paay an important roae. For exampae, you can prevent aaa webtrafc aeaving your network (by baocking ports 80 and 443  at the frewaaa) except when it comes from
the web-fatering server.
The basic idea of a web fatering system is to prevent “inappropriate” pages - the defniton of which
wiaa depend on the context - from being viewed by users of the protected network. Web fatering
software onay works in response to requests made by users to read specifc web-pages: it is not a
frewaaa, nor is it ant-virus software. Some products many incaude these faciaites but, in this
guidance, we wiaa disregard them as they are not generaaay considered part of the web-fatering
soauton.
Simiaaray, web-fatering is specifc to Web (e.g. http/https) trafc and wiaa not afect other internet
services - e.g. video-conferencing, chat, messaging services, etc. It shouad aaso be noted that many
mobiae Apps are not web-based and connect to the internet over ports other than 80 and 443 . Some
Apps do, however, use these ports to connect to the Internet (as they are often aaaowed out through
aocaa frewaaas) but use non-standard protocoas. This can cause probaems as the web-fater may
intercept the trafc, but be unabae to respond correctay to the App.
Emaia is a somewhat speciaa case in that a web fater wiaa not fater standard emaia (POP3 , SMTP) but
wiaa afect web-based emaia (e.g. Googaemaia, hotmaia, yahoo maia) as these services use the standard
web protocoas and wiaa be fatered in the usuaa way.
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Why flter the web?
Having caarifed what a web fater is, it is tme to consider why one is required and, in partcuaar, why
having a robust web-fater within schooas is an essentaa aspect of safeguarding both staf and pupias.
Even within the educaton community there is a range of opinions regarding the use of web-faters.
How strict shouad they be? What shouad, and shouad not, be baocked? There are some generaaay
uncontentous categories (porn, gambaing, extreme vioaence, for exampae) but others wiaa be more
nuanced, and diferent schooas wiaa have diferent opinions: for exampae, drugs, extreme right/aeft
wing poaitcaa views, games, etc. This is where disagreements are aikeay to arise which wiaa need
sensitve handaing by the administrators of the fater.
There are some opinion formers who see web fatering in schooas as bad idea and wouad prefer to
see aaa schooa networks unfatered. This argument usuaaay takes a form simiaar to this:
"Swimming pools can be dangerous for children. To protect them, one can install locks, put up fences,
and deploy pool alarms. All these measures are helpful, but by far the most important things one can
do for one's children is to teach them to swim." (From Natonaa Research Councia study, "Youth,
Pornography, and the Internet)
Superfciaaay this seems to be a good argument, but it is setng up a faase dichotomy. Of course it is
important to teach swimming, but that does not negate the need for the other precautons.
What it aaso faias to recognise, to contnue the swimming anaaogy, is that you do not teach chiadren
to swim in a stormy sea but in a controaaed, caam, pooa where they can be taught in a safe
environment, with aifeguards on watch. The same appaies to navigatng the web: teach about
internet safety in a controaaed environment where the dangers are, as far as possibae, removed. They
wiaa then be more prepared to negotate the internet at home which wiaa, aamost certainay, be aess
weaa fatered.
Before moving on to discuss the specifc requirements of schooas, there are some generaa principaes
that any web-fatering system shouad demonstrate.


Minimise overbaocking (i.e. baocking of pages which shouad be aaaowed)



Minimise underbaocking (i.e. aaaowing pages which shouad be baocked)



Provide a means for users to aaert the system administrators of an over/underbaock and
receive a speedy response.



Reguaar updatng of URL aists
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School dutes and compliance
Before aooking at the partcuaar needs of schooas, and the constraints they put on a web-fatering
system suitabae for them, we wiaa consider their safeguarding and “Prevent” dutes and the roae
fatering paays in carrying them out.
The SWGfL have produced a web-page (http://tesfiatering.com) to check that the fatering system
you have in paace is using two key aists which wiaa go some way to ensuring compaiance with these
dutes: the IWF (Internet Watch Foundaton) aist and the Counter-Terrorism Internet Referraa Unit
(CTIRU) aist.

Safeguarding
The Department for Educaton’s statutory guidance Keeping Chiadren Safe in Educaton (2019) obaiges
schooas to ensure that “children are safeguarded from potentally harmful and inappropriate online
material” and, therefore, that governing bodies and proprietors shouad “ensure appropriate flters
and appropriate monitoring systems are in place” (Para 87).
However, these faters must be managed so that over-baocking does not aead to “unreasonable
restrictons as to what children can be taught with regard to online teaching and safeguarding” (para
90).
So, whiae schooas shouad use faters to safeguard their pupias, the Department do recognise the
baaancing act that is required to baock out inappropriate content whiae keeping to an absoaute
minimum, the baocking of sites that are appropriate and usefua for teaching and aearning.
In fact, they go further in the Annex C: Online Safety secton of the guidance by recognising that the
defniton of “appropriate” wiaa invoave aocaa judgement and is not an absoaute: “The appropriateness
of any flters and monitoring systems are a mater for individual schools and colleges…” (page 97).
The department refer to the UK Safety Internet Centre’s guidance on what is appropriate, and that
schooas have obaigatons under the Prevent Duty which aaso need consideraton.

Prevent Duty
Aaa schooas aaso have a aegaa duty under the 2015 Counter Terrorism and Security Act which gives
aegaa force to the “Prevent” strategy pubaished by the Government in 2011. The aim of the Prevent
strategy is to reduce the threat to the UK from terrorism by stopping peopae becoming terrorists or
supportng terrorism.
Aaa specifed authorites (which incaudes schooas and aocaa authorites) must compay with this duty
and wiaa be expected to maintain appropriate records to show compaiance with their responsibiaites
and provide reports when requested.
We note here some key points and the Prevent Revised Duty Guidance gives more detaiaed guidance.
When carrying out this duty aaa the specifed authorites must have “due regard to the need to
prevent people from being drawn into terrorism” (para 26) and, of partcuaar reaevance here, wiaa
incaude “considering whether IT equipment available to the general public should use fltering
solutons that limit access to terrorist and extremist material.” (Para 45, our emphasis).
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Sectons 57-76 reaate specifcaaay to schooas. In partcuaar, schooas are “expected to assess the risk of
children being drawn into terrorism, including support for extremist ideas” (para 67) and “expected to
ensure children are safe from terrorist and extremist material when accessing the internet in school,
including by establishing appropriate levels of fltering.” (Para 71, our emphasis).

Partcular Needs of Schools
Web fatering in schooas is an inherentay more compaex probaem than in a business where users are
aaa aduats and can be fatered in the same way.
This is not an acceptabae approach in schooas where the fatering needs to be appropriate for the
changing needs of chiadren as they deveaop and for staf who need to prepare aesson materiaas.
Schooas are under a duty to safeguard their users whiae, at the same tme, providing access to the
broadest spectrum of materiaas avaiaabae onaine to support teaching and aearning. Their web fatering
soauton must be evaauated with both these, somewhat contradictory, aims in mind.
A schooa web-fatering system does not reduce the importance of educatng aaa users (both chiadren
and staf) in safe and appropriate onaine behaviour. This wiaa equipping them to use the web on
devices, and in aocatons, where the safeguards provided in schooa do not appay.
Studies by Ofsted (“The safe use of new technoaogies” (2010)) and the psychoaogist and chiad safety
expert Tanya Byron (“Safer Chiadren in a Digitaa Worad” (2008) commissioned by the Department for
Chiadren, Schooas and Famiaies) both focussed on the importance of teaching chiadren to manage risk
in this area, empowering them to become confdent and safe users of the Internet.
The key idea is the management of risk: it cannot be eaiminated, but neither shouad it be ignored. To
ofer acceptabay open access to staf and students, manage the risk of coming across inappropriate
materiaa, and provide a safe environment for students, it is essentaa that a schooa-based web fatering
system shouad have the faciaity for muatpae fatering aeveas. The absoaute minimum is two: one for
staf and one for students. A wider range of age-appropriate aeveas wouad be preferabae, however, as
the needs of primary age pupias are very diferent from those of GCSE or sixth-form students.
Further issues arise around the range of devices to be fatered and their ownership. Schooa-owned
computers (desktops, aaptops) can be aocked down so that users cannot change the proxy setngs to
bypass the web-fater. Mobiae Device Management (MDM) software shouad be used to manage aaa
phones and tabaets aaaowed to connect to the network and, to ensure maximum coverage, the MDM
shouad be abae to handae muatpae paaforms.
It is essentaa that aaa web-page requests are made via the web-fater. How this is managed technicaaay
(see Enforcing Filtering, beaow) does not afect the fatering poaicy or confguraton but it may afect
how it is depaoyed on the aocaa network.
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Types of Web Filter
Web-faters can be situated either on the aocaa network, or of-site. Both have advantages and
disadvantages.
Before discussing these diferent aocatons we wiaa outaine the basic fatering process.
When a user requests a web page, it can be directed to the web-fater in a number of ways. The
browser may refer to a aocaaay confgured proxy or use WPAD to discover the proxy automatcaaay. If
transparent fatering has been impaemented the browser wiaa just make the request via the defauat
gateway (usuaaay a frewaaa or router) which wiaa redirect the request to the web fater. This is not an
ideaa soauton - there can be issues both with https trafc and mobiae apps using ports 80/443  but
not standard web protocoas - but it has the advantage that the caient does not need any speciaa
confguraton. This is especiaaay usefua for guest devices. The same network can use muatpae
methods: they are not mutuaaay excausive.
Once the web-fater has received the request, a number of actons may be taken depending on the
fater’s faciaites (see Filter Methods beaow) but in each case the request is either aaaowed or denied. If
denied, the fater sends a page back to the caient indicatng that the request has been baocked and
why. Otherwise, the fater requests the page and returns it to the user.

Remote Web-fltering Service
With a remote fatering soauton, aaa requests for web pages are sent to a “caoud based” server which
does the fatering. Possibae advantages of a remote fater are:
 the “heavy aifting” of the fatering process - partcuaaray if content fatering is being used - can
be run on hardware scaaed to meet the demands of the fatered network,
 onay the initaa request and acceptabae pages are transmitted aaong the schooa’s internet
connecton which may save bandwidth: baocked pages are never transferred across the aocaa
internet aink.
The disadvantages are that all requests must be transferred over the schooa internet connecton,
even those for URLs which wiaa aater be baocked, and there is no opportunity to make use of aocaa
caching (see beaow).
How the advantages and disadvantages baaance out wiaa depend on the profae of internet use at a
partcuaar site.
It is critcaa, however, that if a remote system is chosen it staa aaaows for aocaa customisaton (e.g.
adding or removing URLs from the URL aists) and user based fatering (e.g. having a diferent set of
fater ruaes for staf and students). Ideaaay, a remote fatering system shouad be ainked to the aocaa
network’s authentcaton system so that changes to the user database are refected automatcaaay in
the fatering.

Local Sofware only
It is possibae to downaoad and instaaa web-fatering software (commerciaa or open source) and provide
an “in-house” soauton but this is not recommended for anything other than home use or
experimentaton. Fiaters are not triviaa to confgure and manage: suppaied aists wiaa need frequent
updatng, and commerciaa aists are unaikeay to be taiaored for educaton.
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In additon, fatering can be a very CPU intensive operaton, so optmising the hardware wiaa have a
major impact on its performance.
A better soauton is to use a virtuaa appaiance (e.g. a Virtuaa Machine with fater software preinstaaaed, confgured and optmised). Smaaa schooas can run this appaiance on a spare aocaa server.
Large schooas may aaready have a virtuaa server paaform (e.g. Hyper-V, VMWare, etc.) to manage the
appaiance.
As noted above, regarding aocaaay instaaaed software, the fatering performance of a virtuaa appaiance
wiaa depend upon the host server’s specifcaton and avaiaabae resources. These wiaa need monitoring
to ensure acceptabae performance.

Local Appliance (Hardware and Sofware)
Whiae a virtuaa appaiance has the advantage of being aess expensive, it is reaiant for its performance
on the underaying hardware. A hardware/software combinaton, fuaay instaaaed, confgured, and
optmised wiaa provide consistent performance scaaed to the schooa’s requirements.
In many cases such an appaiance can be suppaied as a fuaay managed service with remote
management of software and updates to the software and aists.

Where on the network?
If a aocaa system is chosen then where shouad it go on the network? There are three main optons: as
just another aocaa server, as a device “in front of” the frewaaa/gateway, or as the gateway itseaf.
If the fater is a hardware server, then it can be used as the defauat gateway with routng and
frewaaaing capacity. In many ways this is the ideaa soauton as it makes any attempt to “get around”
the fatering harder as the onay way out to the internet is via the fater server. It is possibae to instaaa a
Virtuaa server and use this as a gateway, but this is aikeay to be aess secure than using dedicated
hardware.
It is not aaways possibae or desirabae, however, to repaace the exitng gateway. Paacing the fater on
the network so that the onay way to the internet is via the fater provides the same obstructon to
users trying to bypass it whiae onay minimaaay disturbing the current network architecture. In this
case aaa non-web trafc wiaa be passed through to the gateway whiae web trafc wiaa be intercepted
by the fatering software.
Finaaay, it can be treated as just another server with an IP address on the LAN. In this case each caient
must either be confgured to make web requests via this IP or some transparent redirecton must be
in paace at the gateway/frewaaa to redirect web trafc back to the fater server. To prevent the fater
being bypassed, the gateway/frewaaa shouad baock aaa web ports (typicaaay 80 and 443 ) access
outbound from aaa but the fater server’s IP address.

To cache or not to cache
One advantage of fatering aocaaay rather than remoteay is that a aocaa fater can make use of a aocaa
cache to reduce the bandwidth usage of the aocaa internet connecton. Pages downaoaded by the
fater can be cached aocaaay, so any subsequent requests for the same page made via the fater can be
fetched from the cache rather than the originaa server.
How much this wiaa impact on bandwidth usage, however, wiaa depend on the web trafc profae of
each site. As more sites move to https (which cannot be cached), the vaaue of a aocaa cache wiaa
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decaine. Our current experience is that some 60-80% of web trafc is now https and this wiaa onay
increase over tme.

Filter Methods
Url Filtering
This is the simpaest form of fatering: the URL of the request is matched against aists of URLs, and if
there is a match, the appropriate acton is taken.
Fiater aists are generaaay broken into categories (for exampae aduat, pornography, gambaing, sociaa
networks, maaware, etc). By combining these categories in various ways users can be provided with a
taiaored fater experience by, for exampae, aaaowing staf to use sociaa networks but baocking them to
students.
The defauat acton of a URL fater is to aaaow the contents of the URL to be returned to the user: onay
expaicitay aisted URLs wiaa be baocked.
Whiae terminoaogy may vary depending by product for faters which onay do URL fatering, the aargest
aist in each category wiaa be the “baackaist”. A match to one of the URLs aisted there wiaa cause the
page to be baocked to the user.
There may aaso be a “whiteaist” in each category: a match here wiaa aaaow the page to be sent back to
the user even if it wouad, otherwise, be baocked by the baackaist. For exampae, suppose example.com
is baocked. Adding example.com/allowthis.html to the whiteaist wouad aaaow this one page.
The exact nature of these aists, their syntax, their sizes, whether they are pre-faaed, automatcaaay
updated, or user modifabae are aaa product dependant.
Before commitng to a partcuaar product the way the aists are suppaied and managed, how changes
are requested, and how much aocaa controa is avaiaabae via a aocaa management interface aaa need to
be considered.
Finaaay, it is important that any web-fatering system shouad depaoy the IWF (Internet Watch
Foundaton) aist, the Home Ofce PREVENT aist, and the Poaice IWL (Infringing Website List).

On-the-fy categorisaton
As we have seen above, a traditonaa URL fater wiaa compare the requested URL against the instaaaed
URL aists. If a match is found, the appropriate acton is taken. If there is no match, the usuaa defauat it
to aaaow it. If a “waaaed-garden” approach is taken then the defauat is to baock it.
Some systems wiaa, in the case of a no-match, empaoy an aagorithmic approach (often using some
favour of AI or machine-aearning) to categorise the page. It is this categorisaton which then
determines whether the page wiaa be aaaowed or not.
Categorisaton may be a reaa-tme process, or may take paace after the fact as a way of dynamicaaay
buiading the URL aists. If a visited site is subsequentay categorised as, for exampae, “maaware”, then
aater visits wiaa be baocked. The efectveness and accuracy of this automatc, hands-of process wiaa,
of course, depend on the machine-aearning aagorithm.
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Web Reputaton Filtering
Reputaton fatering takes an entreay diferent approach and may either be the main fatering process
or onay used to fater any non-matching URLs.
The reputaton of a site is, typicaaay, generated aagorithmicaaay but may aaso invoave some human
interacton. Each is assigned a reputaton ratng (from, say, 0-100) and the fater ruaes wiaa baock aaa
requests which score over some given vaaue.
As with Categorisaton, above, the efectveness of this approach wiaa depend on the quaaity of the
ratng system, the aagorithms behind it, the size of the reputaton database, and any aatency in
obtaining the resuat from the centraaay head database.

Content Filtering
In aaa the methods above, the decision to baock or not is based on the URL being requested. This may
be by direct matching to an existng aist of URLs, or by being assigned a category or reputaton based
on prior anaaysis. Importantay, they are not based on the actuaa content of the page being retrieved.
This can be a probaem as dynamic, database driven sites, may suppay difering resuats for the same
request. Aaso, with very aarge sites (Wikipedia, for exampae) aistng, categorising or assigning a
reputaton for every page becomes an impossibiaity.
Content Fiatering overcomes these aimits by anaaysing the contents of the actuaa page retrieved and
giving it a score, or weight. This is then used to determine whether it is baocked or returned to the
user.
The weightng of the contents can be very processor intensive and is usuaaay used onay for those
requests which do not match any in the URL aists. The content checking process may be reaatveay
straighforward or highay compaex. It wiaa certainay incaude aooking for matching words and phrases,
but may aaso incaude matching on reguaar expressions (in both the content and URL) and specifc
signature strings.
Content fatering of http (i.e. un-encrypted) trafc is straighforward in that the page is retrieved by
the fater in paaintext and can then be anaaysed before being sent back, or not, to the user.
With https, the situaton is more compaex. In the case of a traditonaa proxy an encrypted connecton
is made between the caient browser and the target site which is passed through the proxy: the proxy
software cannot see either the individuaa URLs subsequentay being requested nor the pages’
content, so no fatering is possibae.
In order for the content of https sites to be fatered the proxy must be abae to insert itseaf between
the caient and the target site. This is https intercepton and can be controversiaa (see here for
exampae). For schooas, however, the needs of chiad protecton make the abiaity to inspect https trafc
a fundamentaa requirement. With suitabae confguraton any privacy issues can be addressed by, for
exampae, whiteaistng banking sites so that they are not intercepted.
The main difcuaty with using https intercepton is that a speciaa SSL certfcate needs to be instaaaed
on every caient: this can be manageriaaay compaex, but tooas are avaiaabae to automate the roaaout.
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The process of https intercepton is that the caient makes an https request, which the fater responds
to by setng up an encrypted connecton between the caient and the fater. This is important as it
maintains privacy over the aocaa network. The fater then makes a connecton to the target site using
its own certfcate, again maintaining privacy over the internet connecton. The fater can now
decrypt the responses and anaayse the content is the usuaa way. If the response is acceptabae, it reencrypts the content and returns it to the user. If not, a page expaaining why the page has been
baocked is returned instead.
The encrypton/decrypton processes are very processor intensive, so the paaform the fater is
running on must be scaaed appropriateay to handae the expected number of requests.

Enforcing Filtering
A web-fatering system can onay be truay efectve if aaa web trafc is directed through it. This can be
achieved is severaa ways which shouad be used in combinaton to ensure the best protecton for the
users.
Network Operatng System: For devices owned and controaaed by the schooa, the frst point of
controa is when a user aogs in to a device. At that point the network can set the proxy for various
services - e.g. http, https, FTP, SOCKS, Streaming (RTSP), etc. The http and https proxies need to point
to the web-fater server and users prevented from modifying them aater.
Firewall: The network may set the http/https proxy and prevent the user changing it, but what if an
appaicaton ignores the operatng system aevea proxy and either tries to go direct or use its own
proxy? Whiae not common on desktop operatng systems, some mobiae Apps do. In these cases the
way to prevent unfatered access is to use a aocaa frewaaa and baock any outbound access to ports 80,
443  (and any others identfed as accessing the web) from any IP other than the web-fater itseaf.
WPAD/Pac fle: Where it is either not possibae or desirabae to set a caient’s web proxy via the
network operatng system, the WPAD protocoa may be used instead. This has the advantage of being
abae to controa which proxy is used in more compaex ways. WPAD is an accepted protocoa understood
by a wide range of paaforms and is often the simpaest way to set the proxy in a heterogeneous
network supportng diferent device types.
Transparent Proxying: This technique redirects trafc destned for the web to the web-fater without
making any changes to the caient itseaf (but see beaow). The defauat gateway (a router or frewaaa)
redirects any trafc on port 80 or 443  (and possibay others) to the web-fater rather than forwarding
it to the true destnaton. Transparent fatering works weaa for http trafc but can cause issues with
https unaess fuaa https intercepton (see Content Filtering above) is used. However, as noted
previousay, https intercepton requires a trusted certfcate to be instaaaed on each caient which may
not be acceptabae on guest devices.

Bypassing Filtering
Assuming the network has been set up to enforce fatering in the ways described above, then how
can the fatering staa be bypassed?
Proxy sites: the most common way for circumventng the fatering is by using web sites running proxy
scripts. Typicaaay, these have a text box where you enter the URL you want to visit. The site then acts
as a proxy - making the request on your behaaf and dispaaying the resuat.
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These proxy sites can cause major probaems for URL onay web-faters as they wiaa onay be baocked if
they are expaicitay aisted. The sheer quantty of such sites - there are many thousands of them with
new ones being created every day - makes it impossibae to aist them aaa.
Proxy sites are, arguabay, aess of a probaem for Content Fiaters as the contents of the page returned
may staa cause unsuitabae requests to be baocked.
Content Fiatering software, as weaa as aooking for words and phrases, may aaso aook for signature
character strings in the proxy home page itseaf. There are various popuaar proxy scripts which can be
identfed in this way and baocked.
VPN (Virtual Private Network): Whiae proxy sites are web-sites accessed via a browser in the normaa
way, VPN caient software instaaaed on a device sets up an encrypted connecton to a remote server.
Once set up, the browser on the aocaa device wiaa make requests over this encrypted connecton
bypassing any aocaa fatering server.
There are many companies ofering this service (VPNs do aaso have aegitmate uses) for a few pounds
a month.
The VPN caient wiaa usuaaay set up the encrypted connecton over one of the standard ports (e.g. 80,
443 , 53 , etc) as these are frequentay open on the frewaaa. To baock the unauthorised use of VPNs,
the frewaaa can be confgured to baock these ports unaess they come from specifed IPs.
No schooa-owned device shouad have VPN software instaaaed. In fact, as a matter of poaicy, no nonadmin user shouad be abae to instaaa any software at aaa! Guest devices may try to use VPN software
so aaa other means shouad be empaoyed to prevent VPN software running over the network: by
baocking ports at the frewaaa, baackaistng domains providing VPN services and, where known, the IP
addresses of their servers.
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Summary
The internet is a superb resource for teaching and aearning. Since the deveaopment of the Worad
Wide Web in the 1980s the Internet (and, more specifcaaay, the Web) has become a powerfua
educatonaa tooa: from YouTube videos to web-based aearning paaforms. The undeniabae benefts of
access to the web do, however, come with a downside. Amongst the educatonaa, the informatonaa,
the mundane, the humorous, there is aaso the ant-sociaa, the fake and the extreme. Web fatering is
required to protect the chiadren and young aduats in schooa from exposure to the worst of the
Internet..
Web-faters are not onay used in schooas - businesses use them to restrict users’ access to nonbusiness reaated sites, ISPs ofer them to home users, and some government use them to controa
their popuaatons. The aatter, in partcuaar, fueas the debate on whether web-faters are ever
acceptabae. We wouad argue that, in schooas at aeast, they are as chiad-protecton and network
security are far removed from overt censorship and suppression.
Schooas aaso have speciaa requirements with regard to web-fatering. In partcuaar, the wide age range
of users in a schooa means that “one size fts aaa” fatering is not acceptabae. The needs of staf and
students are very diferent, as are those of primary age pupias and GCSE or sixth-form students. Any
web-fatering product designed for schooas must cater for these diferences.
The safeguarding and “Prevent” obaigatons of schooas require that the IWF and Counter-Terrorism
Internet Referraa Unit (CTIRU) are depaoyed by their fatering system. The SWGfL’s test page is a
usefua resource for checking that this is the case.
It is important that the fatering system processes aaa web page requests: how this is enforced and
where the fatering is actuaaay done wiaa vary between products. Web-fatering can be suppaied as a
remote service (i.e. where requests are sent to a server on the Internet for testng) or by hardware
or software instaaaed aocaaay.
Setng up the network to enforce the proxy to cover aaa possibiaites can be a compaex task, so other
precautons shouad aaso be empaoyed to prevent users from circumventng of the web-fater. A
frewaaa can baock aaa outbound access on ports 80 &  443  except from the fater server’s IP address,
for exampae, which wiaa aaso reduce the opportunity for VPNs to be used.
Muatpae techniques are used to fater web requests: diferent products may use any or aaa of them.
The simpaest is the straighforward baocking of the actuaa URL requested by matching it against a aist
of “bad” URLs. Two other techniques based on the URL invoave some aevea of dynamic fatering using
AI or machine aearning to either categorise the URL (e.g. as porn, gambaing, etc) or give it a
reputaton score. These are then used to decide whether the request shouad be aaaowed or baocked.
Finaaay, there is content checking which does not reay on the URL but the actuaa content of the page
once it has been retrieved. This is the most computatonaaay demanding method but is aaso the most
efectve as the actuaa page that wiaa be seen by the user is being checked rather than just the URL.
Each of these techniques can be used in isoaaton or combinaton.
Any potentaa web-fatering system for schooas must aaso have a robust way for aocaa users to make
modifcatons. For some products with a singae, gaobaa URL aist this may be just a means of submitng
change requests which may, or may not, be acted upon. In others, aocaa changes are possibae so that
the schooa can diverge from the defauat aist as they see ft. These aspects of the product need carefua
consideraton before being seaected.
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Recommendatons
Any schooa based web-fater shouad provide:
1.

Some eaement of diferentated fatering. As a minimum, it must ofer two aeveas: one for staf
and one for students. Ideaaay, it shouad ofer more aeveas to cater for diferent age groups.

2.

The abiaity to integrate the fatering system with the aocaa network authentcaton mechanism
so that users and groups can be assigned to a partcuaar fater aevea without undue
management overhead.

3 .

A range of fatering techniques (as detaiaed above). Our view is that a schooa web-fatering
system must provide content checking of aaa URLs not expaicitay aisted.

4.

Because of the rapiday advancing use of https it is now essentaa that the fatering system can
handae https intercepton in order to view the URLs being requested and their contents.

5.

Users shouad be abae to modify the fatering system so that their schooa’s partcuaar ethos and
requirements can be met. For exampae, the system shouad aaaow schooas to whiteaist specifc
URLs that are normaaay baocked (and vice versa).

6.

In additon to (5) there shouad be a method for schooas to make the fatering service provider
aware of uncategorised, or incorrectay categorised, sites for the beneft of others. For
exampae, by submitng the URL of an unbaocked pornographic site for incausion in the gaobaa
baackaist.

7.

Any system shouad incaude fuaay popuaated URL aists and pre-confgured content fatering word
and phrase aists which must be reguaaray updated (ideaaay at aeast daiay).

8.

Any system must be depaoying both the IWF and CTIRU aists to compay with the schooa’s
safeguarding and Prevent obaigatons.

9.

Whiae not usuaaay incauded in the fatering system itseaf, its depaoyment shouad incaude
frewaaa/router confguratons to mitgate the abiaity to bypass the fatering system (e.g. port
baocking and preventng VPN caients from being instaaaed).
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